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Summary

This chapter describes the meaning of remote sensing techniques as part of “Life
Support Systems” by touching upon a number of applications that illustrate their
contribution to the well-being of our planet. In addition to paying attention to the
technical background of remote sensing systems, a number of satellite missions is
briefly introduced, ranging from the well-known Landsat, NOAA and SPOT series to
the new generation of satellites to be launched in the framework of NASA's Earth
Observing System (EOS).
Remote sensing technology used to be bound up with military applications – and of
course, it still is. Reconnaissance and monitoring are, however, also useful in civil fields
of interest such as mapping natural resources and environmental risks, and atmospheric
sciences, meteorology and climate studies. Using air- and space-borne instruments to
contribute to the fosterage of our planet is becoming common practice nowadays.
Remote sensing data are widely distributed through infrastructures based on the Internet
where the only impediment seems to come from heterogeneous data policies. In this
way people all over the world benefit from huge amounts of data that help them to
better understand their surroundings, hopefully resulting in an everlasting brotherhood
between mankind and planet Earth.
1. Introduction
Where does the history of remote sensing start? This will probably depend on the
definition of remote sensing, but an important starting point could be October 4, 1957.
On this day, the then Soviet Union succeeded in launching the first man-made satellite,
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Sputnik. A few months later, the USA followed with Explorer and from here on
competitive efforts would further shift the boundaries of our knowledge. Systematic
earth observation began with the American Tiros-1 weather satellite in 1960, quickly
followed by generations of photo-reconnaissance satellites in the 1960s. As with more
technological advancements, the achievements in the field of satellite technology would
eventually come within the reach of civil applications.
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An alternative starting point could be as far back as 1858 when Gaspard-Félix
Tournachon (“Nadar”) shot the first aerial photograph. This certainly ushered in a new
era of data acquisition for topographic mapping. A milestone within the context of “life
support systems”, however, is without doubt the launch of ERTS-1 by NASA at July 23,
1972. This Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) was the first of a series of
LANDSAT satellites that aimed at the systematic observation of the Earth’s surface in
order to retrieve information on geology, hydrology, geography and cartography.
Nowadays Landsat-7 continues this task together with a number of other satellites. The
observation from air and space has become an essential source of information for the
sustainable development of our environment.
This chapter describes the meaning of remote sensing techniques as part of “Life
Support Systems” by touching upon a number of applications that illustrate their
contribution to the well-being of our planet. But first, attention is paid to the technical
background of remote sensing systems, thereby discussing some of the major satellite
systems in greater detail.
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